Bucks Oxon & Berks Cat Society – 19/09/15
Mrs Di Brown
Many thanks for the judging invitation, I had a really enjoyable day with some
beautiful quality cats to judge, particularly in my Olympian class. Thanks also to Jan
Hirst my excellent steward, she was very good with the cats and ma a busy day an
easy one. I hope we can repeat the engagement Jan.
A.V. Imperial Grand Premier Female
Oly – Mooney & Reid’s SUP, OG & IMP GD CH & SUP, OB & IMP GD PR
MAINMAN KISSCHASE (BUR n) FN 21/05/04. Exquisite Burmese lady neuter.
Lovely head, rounded between her broad based medium sized ears and with a gently
rounded brow, good nose break, high cheek bones and blunt muzzle, deep chin and
level bite. Wicked expression to eyes of chartreuse colour. Medium length neck and
body with good weight and tone, slender limbs and neat oval paws, tail with rounded
tip to balance. Rich warm seal brown coat that shades gradually to the roots on the
body. Gorgeous coat, short fine and very glossy. An outstanding exhibit who handled
beautifully, many congratulations on the Best of the Best win.
R – Tarr’s GD CH & UK, OB & IMP GD PR TARKUSHA HELENORTROY
(SBI n) FN 25/02/04. Gorgeous Birman lady who ran my winner very close indeed.
Lovely head type, broad and rounded with full cheeks and well developed rounded
muzzle, ears medium in size and neatly furnished, spaced well apart and set just right.
Slight dip to medium length nose, good firm chin and level bite. Eyes rounded
almonds in shape with the sweetest of expressions and a very good depth of sapphire
blue. Long weighty and substantial body, strong boned medium length limbs and
short strong paws, well furnished and bushy tail to balance body length. Dark seal
brown points with seal nose leather, evenly matched white mittens to front limbs and
white gauntlets to rear that taper to the hock. Wonderful contrast with minimal seal
shading to pale beige body, the coat was long and silky in texture with full ruff to
face. Very friendly and sweet tempered, beautifully prepared and presented.
Also considered
Bell’s IMP GD CH CHINATREE KRISTINA TIANA (ALH ns 31) FN
27/09/11. An attractive lady neuter with a short well balanced wedge head, wide
cheek bones and blunt muzzle. Rounded top of head and gently rounded brow, would
just like a slightly more distinct nose break, good chin and level bite, ears medium in
size with rounded tips and set well apart. Eyes large and lustrous with greenish
colour. Medium length body with rounded chest and good muscle tone, slender limbs
and neat tufted paws, medium length tail that was well plumed. Lovely full ruff and
pantaloons, and generally the fur lies well against the body with excellent texture, but
with perhaps a little too much undercoat on the sides today. Nicely smoked
throughout with slightly darker extremities and minimal ghosting to brow. Super to
handle and excellently presented.
Bernard’s GD CH & IMP GD PR COPERNICUS CHERRYBLOSSOM (TOS f
32) 23/05/06. This Tonkinese lady neuter as excellent size and type. Moderate wedge
head with the desired whisker pinch, perhaps a touch flat over the skull now, but she

is an older lady and she does have very good width between her medium sized oval
tipped ears that were correctly set. Large expressive eyes with bluish green colour.
Slight dip to profile with good chin and level bite. Medium length body well toned,
long slender legs and neat paws, medium length tapering tail to balance. Coat
beautifully tortied throughout with very subtle differentiation of tone between body
and extremities, it was short and close lying with a fine and silken in texture, that had
a lovely sheen to it. Excellent to handle and presented to perfection.
Lee’s UK, OB & IMP GD PR KALIKIKATZ ARABESQUE (BEN n 22) FN
01/03/05. A large strong lady neuter of lovely type. Broad medium wedge with
excellent wide cheek bones, broad muzzle and pronounced whisker pads. Smallish
ears wide at the base and rounded at the tips, following the contours of the head and
with a slight forward tilt. Concave curve to profile with broad nose and full brick red
nose leather, deep strong chin and level bite with widely set canines. Expressive eyes,
oval in shape and outlined in black with a vivid mid green colour. Well muscled body
with strong medium length limbs, tail thick and even with rounded tip to balance.
Well defined marbled pattern on rich rufous ground colour, M to brow and cheek
tracings, minimal thumb prints to ears, pale whisker pads and pale “specs” to eyes,
spots to tummy. Dense medium length coat, beautifully soft and luxurious to the
touch. Excellent temperament and presentation.
A.C. British or Manx Grand Champion Male
GD CC – Chance’s CH DAISYPAWS JUSTIN TIME (BRI a) M 30/05/14. A big
strong boy for 14 months and very good for type. Strong round head with excellent
width to skull, ears neat small and round at the tips, set to follow the contours of the
head. Full fat cheeks, rounded forehead, short nose, deep chin, bite marginally
under. Gorgeous eyes for shape and expression with intense deep copper colour.
Short strong neck and strong cobby body with very good breadth to chest, stands low
on sort strong limbs with huge round paws – so will be a very big boy indeed once he
has finished developing I would guess. True British blue colouring, a little seasonal
tipping evident but otherwise blue to roots, excellent for length and texture, short very
dense and crisp - lovely. Perfect to handle and excellently presented.
R – Benton’s JERAZ CH LITTLE SNOWBEAR (BRI ns 12) M 20/06/14. Not the
largest of males and is still somewhat effeminate but he does still have time on his
side and his overall type is very good. Round head with full-ish cheek and small neat
ears set well apart and fitting the skull well. Rounded forehead with short broad nose,
brick nose leather with darker outline, firm chin and level bite, muzzle nicely
rounded. Bright mid green round eyes outlined in black with gentle expression. Short
neck, medium length cobby body that was deceptively weighty and substantial,
medium length limbs and neat round paws, tail with rounded tip to balance. Beautiful
coat colouring, the lightest of even tipping on pure white silver ground, almost
sparking in the light, coat a little long but has fairly good density and there is a hint of
crispness to it. Excellent to handle and excellently presented.
A.C. British or Manx Grand Champion Female
GD CC – Sutton’s CH CONQUISTADOR’S CHOCO VAN-II-LA(IMP) (BRI h)
F 20/03/12. A cobby and overall well balanced girl. Neat round head with good
cheeks, ears fairly small, rounded at the tips and set well part. Gentle curve to
forehead with short neat nose, good chin and level bite, well rounded muzzle. Eyes

round and open in expression with super rich copper colour. Cobby body with very
good substance, short strong limbs and medium length tail. Rich chocolate tortie
colouring, nicely intermingled where it shows, ideally I would like to see a little more
percentage of red but there is sufficient for the SOP and all legs show breaks of
colour. Coat short and dense with a hint of crispness. Excellent temperament and
presentation.
R – McEwen’s CH GREENDALE ADELE (BRI ns 12) F 22/08/11. A neat queen
of very good British type. Good round head with neat cheeks and good width to skull,
ears small rounded at the tips and set well. Rounded forehead, short neat nose with
brick red nose leather outlined in black, firm chin and level bite, well rounded muzzle.
Large round expressive eyes with deep green colour. Cobby and compact body with
good weight for size, neat limbs and paws with medium length tail to balance. Light
even tipping to body on pale silver white ground, coat a touch long but fairly dense
and a little crisp in texture. The sweetest temperament and excellently presented.
A.C. Siamese or Balinese Grand Champion Male
GD CC – Pummell’s CH SISAR FIGARO (SIA d) M 10/06/14. A strong and
stylish boy, lovely head, even and well balanced with excellent top-line and very large
flared ears set to follow, although he can hold them a little flat at times. Straight
profile, chin lines up, bite level. Oriental eye shape and set with very good depth of
colour. Well defined neck and a long well muscled body, long elegant limbs and neat
spoon paws, tapered tail just about balances. Bright red points and an almost clear
coat of very good length and texture. Something had upset this lad, he was very
frightened bless him, nevertheless very gentle in nature. Excellently presented.
R – Jackson-Lee’s CH NIGHTQUEEN MANTRA (SIA c) M 19/02/14. A big
strong but elegant male. Longer wedge with excellent top, ears huge but with a
tendency to flatted. Very strong profile with broad nose, deep chin and level bite,
slight pinch to muzzle. Eyes of good shape but marginally straight and quite deep in
setting, colour could be deeper. Excellent substance and tone to very long body, long
strong limbs and spoon paws, tapered tail to balance. Darker lilac points with a hint
of pink, a fair amount of tonal shading to short close coat, there was some sparseness
of hair over the back of the neck – unusual in a male. Excellently to handle a very
outgoing chap, excellently presented.
A.C. Siamese or Balinese Grand Champion Female
GD CC – Hargan’s CH WHALLLEYBUSH KILA-ELIXIR (SIA m) F 20/03/14.
It as very close between these to girls, the very good size of this girl plus a slightly
better balanced head decided the matter. Strong medium length wedge with very
good width to top-line, ears large and wide at the base, set to balance. Basic eye
shape good but can hold full and there is a hint of a squint at times, colour mid blue.
Profile chin and bite good. Weighty body of very good length with long limbs and
neat paws, tapered tail needs an inch to balance. Excellent points colour, fudgy toned
lilac-based caramel, well matched on all points, tail has an excellent brownish
overtone to it. Off-white coat with some medium tonal shading, excellent for length
and closeness of texture. Rather wriggly but not unfriendly. Excellently presented.

R – Wroe’s CH COSITA SUSHI LATANYA (SIA a 21) F 22/09/14. A neat little
queen who is deceptively weighty for her size. Medium length wedge, top perhaps a
touch narrow but ears are very good for size and are set to follow the lines of the
head. Excellent expression to eyes of deep blue. Almost straight profile, good chin
and level bite. Long slender and very well toned body, long elegant limbs, tail needs
a touch more length to balance. Mid blue tabby markings with good clear scarab to
mask and pale cheek tracings, minimal thumb prints to ears, paler bracelets and well
ringed tail, blue grey pads and nose leather. Very good contrast to coat with light
tonal shading, length and texture very good. A friendly lady who was easy to handle.
Excellently presented.
A.C. Siamese or Balinese Grand Premier
GD PC – Ross’ GD PR DIBBERPUSS DREAMER (BAL n 21) MN 08/11/12. A
large handsome neuter boy. Medium length wedge with good top of head, ears neatly
furnished, tufted at the tips and just about large enough to balance. Profile straight,
chin could be better but bite level. Eyes good for shape and set with mid blue colour.
Long weighty body with strong boned limbs and large tufted paws, tail to almost
balance and was very well furnished. Dramatically pencilled tabby markings, spotty
based by the look of it, with double cheek ribbons, bracelets up to his arm pits and
very well ringed tail. Excels for coat, very good for length and flows well over the
body and down the sides with frills at the base, texture super, very fine and silky,
some light shading to back to tone. A lovely boy to handle and very deserving of his
certificate today. Beautifully presented.
R – Brown’s GD PR BECKSTAR PROVIDENCE (SIA m) MN 12/06/13. A large
elegant male neuter. Longer wedge with very good width to top of had, to nit pick the
ears could be fractionally larger to balance that head length, but they are very well set.
Oriental eye shape set and expression, colour could a little deeper. Straight profile and
good chin, bite untidy but basically level. Elegant neckline and a very long weighty
and well toned body, long strong limbs, tapered tail needs an inch to balance. Dark
blue-based caramel points with some brownish overtones to base of ears and tail.
Fairly heavily shaded coat but some contrast still seen and the length and texture is
excellent, very sleek and close lying . Excellent temperament and presentation.
Chocolate Adult
CC & BOB – Palmer’s MAGICAL VH RIVIERNHOF (IMP) (BRI b) F
01/06/13. An attractive lady with good British type. Well rounded head with good
cheeks and nicely rounded muzzle. Ears small neat and set well apart. Round eyes
with open expression and intense deep orange colour. Rounded forehead, short neat
nose, chin good and bite level. Short neck with a compact and cobby body, short legs
and medium length tail with rounded tip to balance. Rich chocolate coat a touch
unsound but free from ghosting, fairly short and quite dense but rather soft in texture.
Excellent to handle and excellently presented.
Cinnamon or Fawn Adult
BOB - Collins ‘ CH FARODEL SAOR ALBA (BRI o) M 20/07/14. A big strong
and well developed male for 14 months. Strong round head with full cheeks and
excellent breadth to skull, ears small and round at the tips, set well apart. Rounded
brow with short broad nose, chin firm, bite a touch under, nicely round muzzle.
Strong weighty and cobby body with very good breadth to chest and strong hind

quarters, short strong boned limbs and large round paws, tail medium in length to
balance. Warm cinnamon coat colour, almost sound but his coat preparation rather let
him down today, it was very dense because it was full of dead hair and the texture
rather claggy, which was a pity because otherwise he would have been serious
contender for the Reserve in my Grand class. Excellent to handle, a friendly boy.
Black/Chocolate/Cinnamon Tortie Adult
BOB - – Sutton’s CH CONQUISTADOR’S CHOCO VAN-II-LA(IMP) (BRI h)
F 20/03/12
Havana Neuter
BOB – Edwards’ GD PR HEMLOCK AVANTADOR (OSH b) MN 05/01/14.
Superior male neuter for type and he has excellent size and substance. Excellent head
type, balanced and stylish with lovely top and huge ears set wide. Snooty expression
to eyes of very good green. Straight strong profile, deep chin and level bite. Well
defined neck and a long well muscled body for a neuter, long strong limbs, long whip
to balance. Havana coat dark with the merest hint of warmth of tone – but then you
can’t have everything! marginally unsound today too, but gorgeous for length and
texture. Excellent to handle and beautifully presented.
Oriental Tortie Neuter
BOB – Hinson’s GD PR HEMLOCK MEMPHIS BELLE (OSH k) FN 04/04/13.
A most attractive lady neuter for type and colouring. Well balanced head, medium in
length with good top width, ears of good size flare and setting. Snooty expression to
eyes of clear bright green. Almost straight profile, good depth to chin and the bite is
level. Long neck and body the latter well covered and beautifully toned, long limbs,
tail whippy but needs an inch to balance. Excellent tortie coat showing plentiful
apricot mingling throughout, particularly evident on the ears, sound to roots and very
sleek and close in texture. A friendly lady, excellently presented.
Oriental Ticked Tabby Neuter
PC – Simpson’s SHERMESE SAMBUCO (OSH o 25) MN 13/09/14. A strong
boy but still with a baby look about him. Strong head with broad top and large widebased ears very well set. Very broad nose tends to dominate his face and his eyes are
marginally wide set as a result, but the shape and colour is good, deep chin and level
bite. Very good body tone and length with tail to almost balance. Rich warm
cinnamon colouring to coat, not entirely sure this lad is a ticked, he really is minimal
for bands of ticking and the pattern lays just on the surface with warm paler ground
to roots, so for me appears more ticked-based shaded than ticked, but not prepared to
wrong pattern him today. Super coat texture, gorgeously short and close to body.
Very sweet tempered and easy to handle. Excellently presented.
BOB – Smith’s PR LORICHA MJOLNIR (OSH ns 25) MN 12/01/14. A
handsome mature male neuter, nicely balanced overall. Medium length wedge with
very good top and large ears set to follow. Oriental eye shape and set with very good
green colour. Almost straight profile, chin of depth lines up and the bite is level.
Long weighty body, long elegant limbs and tail to balance. Black ticking to coat
shows two clear bands with mid silver ground pushing the pattern halfway up the hair
shaft. Coat short and sleek but rather silky in texture, and at the time I assumed it

was due to the silver gene, but now I see he is a variant. A sweet boy, handled well
and was excellently presented.
Caramel Point Siamese Adult
BOB - Hargan’s CH WHALLLEYBUSH KILA-ELIXIR (SIA m) F 20/03/14
A.C. (inc Apricot) Balinese Adult Male
CC – Ross’ WILLOWSILK CRANBERRY (BAL em 21) M 14/11/14. A big
strong lad for his age though still very much a big baby as yet, overall type and style
good. Medium length wedge with good width to top, ears have good size for this
breed and are nicely furnished and well set. Profile shows a marginal dip, chin good
and bite level, small pinch to muzzle. Oval shaped eyes of bright mid blue, set well.
Huge weighty adolescent body, strong boned limbs and large tufted paws, well
furnished tail to balance. Very good points colour, hot matte apricot with plenty of
colour on his limbs. Coat almost clear of shading and the texture is very fine and
silky. Very worried but handled okay, excellently presented.
BOB – Ross’s CH DIBBERPUSS SMARTIE (BAL f) 13/01/14. Overall a well
balanced girl with good size and substance. Short strong wedge with wide top and
large ears set to follow. Eyes rather wide in shape which does her no favours as the
colour can be clearly seen and it really does need be deeper, particularly for a seal
tortie. Good profile and chin with level bite. Long weighty body with medium length
limbs and fairly dainty neatly tufted paws, tail needs an inch and is very well
furnished. Excels for points colour, dark but warm seal brown tortie with plentiful
mingling in deep rich red on all points, particularly evident on the ears. Warm white
coat shows minimal tortie shading down the spine thus excellent contrast, and the
length is good with very fine silky texture and good flow overall. A little shy but
handled well. Excellently presented.
Tortie Point Siamese Neuter
PC & BOB – Jackson’s CH ADWOAM GLAMOUR-GIRL (SIA g) FN 10/06/12.
An attractive lady neuter with very good type and style. Longer wedge but top line
wide enough for balance, ears large and fairly well flared and set in line. Expressive
eyes with good depth of blue. Almost straight profile good chin and bite. Well
defined neck and a long weighty and firm toned body, long slender limbs and neat
spoon paws, tapered tail needs a touch more length to balance. Blue-based caramel
tortie points with good breaks of colour to all points in a slightly paler apricot, some
brownish overtones evident on the tail. Good contrast to off-white coat which was
slightly long and rather dry in texture over the lower back today. Excellent
temperament and presentation.

